
For many growing organizations, 
access control needs have grown 
beyond their staff’s ability to efficiently 
and securely enforce them. The 
skills, time, and tools needed to 
execute enterprise provisioning and 
governance are not there. And the 
possibility of a big capital investment to 
address these problems isn’t realistic.

Dell One Identity as a Service 
helps achieve identity and access 
management (IAM) objectives of 
administration, governance and 
compliance quickly, easily and 
affordably. Dell One Identity as a 
Service helps avoid the burden of on-
premises infrastructure, dedicated staff 
and significant capital expenditures.

Dell One Identity as a Service is 
offered as three

modules: Provisioning, Governance 
and Access Control. Individually, each 
module can fill a vital gap in your 
existing IAM project. Used together, 
Dell One Identity as a Service delivers 

critical IAM functionality and line-of-
business self-service flexible enough to 
meet your real-world needs.

Features

• Enterprise provisioning — Automate 
the provisioning of new users and 
movers, as well as de-provision those 
that leave — enterprise-wide.

• Self-service password resets — Allows 
users to manage their own password 
changes across on-premises and 
corporate-managed SaaS accounts, 
reducing help desk calls and requests.

• Organizational-defined approvals and 
workflows — Put more control in the 
hands of line-of-business personnel.

• Attestation/recertification — Enable 
line-of-business personnel to schedule 
and perform periodic attestations, or 
execute them on demand.

• Separation of duties — Define access 
policies for separation of duties for 
easy implementation of preventive  
and detected SoD-compliant  
access controls.

Dell One Identity  
as a Service
Meet your real-world identity and access management needs without 
major capital or time investments.

Benefits:

• Avoid cumbersome, complex and 
difficult-to-administer in-house 
IAM tasks.

• Make IAM an affordable monthly 
operational expense, versus the 
large capital costs of on-premises 
infrastructure and dedicated staff.

• Free IT from much of the manual 
identity administration workload 
to focus on other priorities.

• Gain greater visibility with 
detailed and customized reports 
on relevant access policy, activity 
and status.

Dell One Identity as a 
Service can help avoid 
the burden of on-
premises infrastructure, 
dedicated staff and 
significant capital 
expenditures to achieve 
necessary IAM objectives.

Dell One Identity as a Service moves critical provisioning and attestation/recertification 
activities into the hands of the business with all the advantages of SaaS delivery
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• Role mining — Make governance easier 
through a unified set of intelligent 
enterprise roles based on established 
attributes and user access needs. Move 
towards a governance-enabling role-
based access control (RBAC) model.

• Web single sign-on — Gain centralized 
visibility of — and control over — 
access with single sign-on (SSO) to 
cloud and web applications.

• Just-in-time cloud provisioning — 
Achieve just-in-time provisioning of 
cloud-based accounts in SFDC, Office 
365, and Google apps.

• Access control — Unify access control 
across all web applications to ensure 
that users can do what they need to 
do, in the way they need it, without 
creating unnecessary risks.

About Dell Security

Dell Security solutions help you 
create and maintain a strong security 
foundation with interconnected 
solutions that span the enterprise. From 
endpoints and users to networks, data 
and identity, Dell Security solutions 
mitigate risk and reduce complexity so 
you can drive your business forward. 
www. dell.com/security
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Dell One Identity as a Service for Access Control provides web single sign-on, 
federation and access control delivered as a SaaS offering

Dell One Identity as a Service modules

Choose one, two or all three Dell One Identity as a Service modules to meet your specific IAM needs.

Provisioning Governance Access Control

Enterprise provisioning Attestation/recertification Web SSO

Self-service access request portal Separation of duties Access control for web apps

Business-driven IAM decision making Role management Self-service password resets

Unified workflow and policy Role-based access control Reporting on WAM rights and activity

Self-service password resets Compliance reporting

Reporting
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